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Today 

- Review of Syntax
- Embed code
- Syntax
- Declare variable
- Numeric, String, Datetime Objects

- Control statements
- Array
- Function
- Object
- == vs. ===

Many examples are based on w3schools.com  and tutorialspoint.com



Review of syntax 



Embed code of javascript

● 3 Ways to include
○ <script>//directly write code 

here</script>

○ <script src=”path/to/file.js”></script>

○ <script 
src=”http://www.scripts.com/file.js”></scr
ipt>

● Scripts should go as close to the closing <body> tag as 
possible in your markup

http://www.scripts.com


Syntax

● Identifier should begin with a letter or underscore 
(numbers cannot be the first character)

● Case sensitive

● Comments: // and /* .. */

● Semicolons are optional to use but in this class required.



Declare variable

● Variables can be implicitly or explicitly declared.
○ var myNum = 0;
○ var myString = ‘Hello world’;
○ var myArray = []; // 

equiv. to  var myArray = new Array();

○ Var myObj = {}; // 
var myObj = new Object();



Numeric operators

● Variables can be implicitly or explicitly declared.
● Numeric operators - ++, --, +, -, *, /, %
● All operations are in double precision
● The Math Object provides floor, round, max, min, trig 

functions, etc. e.g., Math.cos(x)
● The Number Object
● Some useful properties:

○ MAX_VALUE, MIN_VALUE, NaN, 
○ POSITIVE_INFINITY, NEGATIVE_INFINITY, PI
○ e.g., Number.MAX_VALUE



String operators

● Concatenation  e.g, var str1 = ‘hello’ + ‘ ‘ + ‘world’;
● length  e.g., var len = str1.length; (a property)
● charAt(position)  e.g., str.charAt(3)
● indexOf(string)  e.g., str.indexOf('B')
● substring(from, to)  e.g., str.substring(1, 3)
● toLowerCase()  e.g., str.toLowerCase()



Date object and operators

● The Date Object
○ Create one with the Date constructor (no params)

● Local time methods of Date:
○ toLocaleString – returns a string of the date
○ getDate – returns the day of the month
○ getMonth – returns the month of the year (0 – 11)
○ getDay – returns the day of the week (0 – 6)
○ getFullYear – returns the year
○ getTime – returns the number of milliseconds since 

January 1, 1970
○ getHours – returns the hour (0 – 23)
○ getMinutes – returns the minutes (0 – 59)



Control 



Control statements

● Control expressions – three kinds
○ Primitive values (True or False)
○ If it is a string, it is true unless it is empty or "0"
○ If it is a number, it is true unless it is zero

● Relational Expressions
○ The usual six: ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=
○ Operands are coerced if necessary

■ If one is a string and one is a number, it attempts to 
convert the string to a number

○ If one is Boolean and the other is not, the Boolean 
operand is coerced to a number (1 or 0)

● Compound Expressions
○ The usual operators: &&, ||, and !



Control statements

● Switch

switch (expression) {

  case value_1:

  // value_1 statements

  case value_2:

  // value_2 statements

  …

  [default:  // default statements]

}

● The statements can be either statement sequences or 
compound statements

● The control expression can be a number, a string, or a 
Boolean

● Different cases can have values of different types



Control statements

● Loop statements
○ while (control_expression) statement or compound          

             
○ for (init; control; increment) statement or compound 

init can have declarations, but the scope of such 
variables is the whole script

○ do {statement or compound}
while (control_expression)



== vs. === 



== vs. ===
● JavaScript has both strict (===, !==) and type-converting 

(==, !=) equality comparison. 

● For strict equality the objects being compared must have the 
same type.

● Two strings are strictly equal when they have the same 
sequence of characters, same length, and same characters in 
corresponding positions.

● Two numbers are strictly equal when they are numerically 
equal (have the same number value). 

● NaN is not equal to anything, including NaN. Positive and 
negative zeros are equal to one another.

Source: MDC 
(https://developer.mozilla.org/en/Core_JavaScript_1.5_Reference/Operat
ors/Comparison_Operators)



== vs. ===

● Two Boolean operands are strictly equal if both are true or 
both are false.

● Two objects are strictly equal if they refer to the same 
Object.

● Null and Undefined types are == (but not ===). [I.e. 
(Null==Undefined) is true but (Null===Undefined) is false]

Source: MDC 
(https://developer.mozilla.org/en/Core_JavaScript_1.5_Reference/Operat
ors/Comparison_Operators)



== vs. ===

● console.log(3 == "3"); // true; type conversion happened
 

● console.log(3 === "3"); // false.

Source: 
https://appendto.com/2016/02/vs-javascript-abstract-vs-strict-equality/



== vs. ===

● console.log(true == '1'); // true
 

● console.log(true === '1'); // false

Source: 
https://appendto.com/2016/02/vs-javascript-abstract-vs-strict-equality/



== vs. ===

● console.log(undefined == null); // true
 

● console.log(undefined === null); // false. Undefined and null 
are distinct types and are not interchangeable.

Source: 
https://appendto.com/2016/02/vs-javascript-abstract-vs-strict-equality/



== vs. ===

● console.log(true == 'true'); // false. A string will not be 
converted to a boolean and vice versa.
 

● console.log(true === 'true'); // false

Source: 
https://appendto.com/2016/02/vs-javascript-abstract-vs-strict-equality/



== vs. ===

● console.log("This is a string." == new String("This is a 
string.")); // true
 

● console.log("This is a string." === new String("This is a 
string.")); // false

● Strings literals are different from string objects

○ console.log(typeof "This is a string."); // string

○ console.log(typeof new String("This is a string.")); 
//object

Source: 
https://appendto.com/2016/02/vs-javascript-abstract-vs-strict-equality/



== vs. ===

● var a = [];
● var b = [];
● var c = a;

 
● console.log(a == b); // false

 
● console.log(a === b); // false

 
 => When comparing reference types both abstract and 
strict comparisons will return false unless both operands 
refer to the exact same object 

● console.log(a == c); // true
 

● console.log(a === c); // true

Source: 
https://appendto.com/2016/02/vs-javascript-abstract-vs-strict-equality/



Array 



Arrays

● Array is an object with some special functionality
○ Its values can be primitive values or references to 

other objects
○ Length is dynamic
○ Create in (1) new or (2) by assigning an array literal []
○ var myList = new Array(24, "bread", 

true);
○ var myList2 = [24, "bread", true];
○ var myList3 = new Array(24);



Functions 



Function

● Return value is the parameter of return
○ If there is no return, or if the end of the function  is 

reached, undefined is returned, If return has no 
parameter, undefined is returned

○ Functions are objects, so variables that reference them 
can be treated as other object references

function myFunction(p1, p2) {
    return p1 * p2; // The function returns 
the product
}

var x = myFunction(4, 3);        

// Function is called, return value will end 

up in x



Write / Modify 
something in HTML 
with JS.



● You have a HTML page with some elements in it.
● You want to write / modify HTML elements with JS.

● Then you can do this
● 1) Get specific HTML element with its id

○ document.getElementById(“[id]”)

○ This element with this [id] will be changed

● 2) Replaces content of the elemnt with innerHTML method
○ document.getElementById(“[id]”).innerHTML = 

“newcontent”

● 3) If the element you change is hyperlink, you can use href method
○ document.getElementById(“[id]”).href = 

“http://pitt.edu”

Write/Modify something in 
HTML with JS.



Write/Modify something in 
HTML with JS.
● Example code
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<body>

 

<a id="myAnchor" href="http://www.pitt.edu">U Pitt website</a>

<button onclick="myFunction()">Change link</button>

 

<script>

function myFunction() {

    document.getElementById("myAnchor").innerHTML = "Pitt CS";

    document.getElementById("myAnchor").href = "http://cs.pitt.edu";

}

</script>

</body>

</html>

http://www.pitt.edu


Object 



Object Creation and Modification

● Objects can be created with new or with just {}
○ The most basic object is one that uses the Object 

constructor, as in var myObject = new Object();
○ Properties can be added to an object, any time

var myComic = new Object(); || var myComic = 
{}; “literal”

myComic.publisher = "Image";

myComic.title = "Seven To Eternity";

● Objects can be nested, so a property could be itself another 
object, created with new || {}



Example: a car object

● Let’s think about we have a car with these properties and 
methods.

○ Property
■ Name = Fiat
■ Model = 500
■ Weight = 1000 lbs
■ Color = white

○ What it can do
■ Start
■ Stop
■ Accelerate
■ Brake



Example: a car object

● And modeling these into JS properties and methods would 
be something like this ... (We will see how to define soon)

●
○ Property

■ Name = Fiat
■ Model = 500
■ Weight = 1000 lbs
■ Color = white

○ What it can do
■ Start
■ Stop
■ Accelerate
■ Brake

● Property
○ car.name = ‘Fiat’
○ car.model = 500
○ car.weight = 1000
○ car.color = ‘white’

● Methods 
■ car.start()
■ car.stop()
■ car.accelerate()
■ car.brake()



Example: a car object

● First create a HTML page with paragraph element with id of 
‘demo’.

● At this stage, nothing would be shown on webpage but h1 
title.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<h1> Car object demo page </h1>
<p id="demo"></p>

</body>
</html>



Example: a car object

● Let’s add javascript that create variable car.
● Add script block first, and then create a variable within 

there.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p id="demo"></p>

<script>
var car = "Fiat";

</script>

</body>
</html>



Example: a car object

● Now, we will make the p element to have name of car object 
(‘Fiat’).

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p id="demo"></p>

<script>
var car = "Fiat";
document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = car;

</script>

</body>
</html>



Example: a car object

● Another way to make an object: with its properties.
● And let’s see its type on html page.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p id="demo"></p>

<script>
var car = {type:"Fiat", model:"500", color:"white"};
document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = car.type;

</script>

</body>
</html>



Example: a car object

● Now, let’s work on methods!
● First, let’s have status and speed property.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p id="demo"></p>

<script>
var car = {type:"Fiat" model:"500", color:"white", 

status: “stop”, speed: 0};
document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = car.status;

</script>

</body>
</html>



Example: a car object

● Let’s create a method of start. It changes status.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p id="demo"></p>

<script>
var car = {type:"Fiat", model:"500", color:"white", 

status: “stop”, speed: 0, start(){this.status =”running”}};

document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = car.status;

car.start();
document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = car.status;

</script>

</body>
</html>



Questions?



Exercise!



Exercise: add your own methods 
● First, create your own html file

○ Just copy, paste and save the code  it on your computer
● Add new methods and check to see it works.

○ Stop: change status variable to “stop”
○ Accelerate: increment speed by +5
○ Brake: decrement speed by -5

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p id="demo"></p>

<script>
var car = {type:"Fiat", model:"500", color:"white", 

status: “stop”, speed: 0, start(){this.status =”running”}};
car.start();
document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = car.status;

</script>

</body>
</html>


